
Timely tips for speeding up your Raspberry Pi

Tune Time
The Raspberry Pi is small and economical but also fairly limited for 

resources. A few targeted tuning steps might help you gain better 

performance. By Bernhard Bablok

Raspberry Pi is perfectly suited for 
hosting your own web projects, 
but more complex applications 
can make the tiny Pi break a 

sweat. Recently, I tried to set up my Pi with 
the private cloud app 

ownCloud [1], 
and the 

sluggish performance prompted me to inves-
tigate the options for performance tuning on 
the Raspberry Pi. I was able to complete the 
ownCloud installation, but the response 
times were intolerable. I knew I needed to 
find some performance tweaks somewhere.

With performance problems of this kind, 
regardless of the hardware platform, the best 
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I'll whip this 
Pi into shape in 

no time...
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strategy is always: measure, change, and 
measure again.

Measure, Measure, 
Measure
When beset by performance problems, expe-
rienced Linux users will turn to the top util-
ity, which outputs information about the cur-
rent system load. Open a terminal window 
and type top. The top command displays the 
processes running on the system and the 
amount of system resources each process is 
consuming. A summary at the top displays 
the overall system load. 

As you can see in Figure 1, the overall 
%CPU usage is up to 98.1. CPU load usually 
isn’t a problem, but if you are consistently 
seeing high values for the %CPU, you actu-
ally need a faster CPU.

Things look different in Figure 2, where 
the wa (“wait”) value is very high. In Fig-
ure 2, the CPU is waiting for data from a stor-
age medium and twiddling its thumbs in the 
meantime. A faster processor would do noth-
ing but twiddle through even more cycles.

top provides important evidence, but only 
for the current status. Sophisticated monitor-
ing programs, however, regularly record the 
status of various readings and can thus pro-
vide historical data. This record saves you 
from having to keep an eye on the window 
with the top output during your tests.

Ganglia [2] is a useful monitoring tool for 
working with the Raspberry Pi. Although 
Ganglia is suitable for performance monitor-
ing in clusters, it can also handle single 
computers. On Raspbian, you only need to 
set up Ganglia packages; the configuration 
work is minimal. (See the box titled “Install-
ing Ganglia.”) If you do not need graphical 

analysis, install the sysstat package instead 
of Ganglia. Sysstat includes a component 
that collects the measured values in the 
background. The sar command displays the 
results in the terminal. The Sysstat package 
also contains iostat, with which you can 
measure the read and write performance of 
your storage.

Additionally, you still need programs that 
generate loads on the system for testing. Ide-
ally, you will choose programs that come 
close to your application. Alternatively, vari-
ous benchmark programs can specifically 
generate load on individual components, 
such as the CPU or storage, but the results 
are a little artificial. These programs (such as 
the famous Linpack benchmark for floating 
point performance, or Bonnie++ for I/ O per-
formance) output the readings for a before 
and after comparison.

usB Gives You WinGs
The root of all evil in Rasp Pi operations sur-
prisingly turns out to be the power supply. 
The Rasp Pi is supplied with power through a 
micro-USB connector and requires a relatively 
constant 5 volts and at least 700mAh. How-
ever, some USB power adapters deliver 
500mAh and thus simulate a PC connection. 
Others have two jacks, which ostensibly de-
liver 2,100mAh per jack, although the total 
output of the power supply is only 3,600mAh. 

Figure 2: … if you have a high value for “wait,” a more powerful CPU would just wait faster for data.

Figure 1: In the case of high CPU load, a faster processor could eliminate the problem, but …

Ganglia [2] only needs the ganglia‑monitor and 
gmetad packages. If you want to use the web 
front end (ganglia‑webfrontend), you’ll need a 
working PHP installation and a web server. The 
setup you get through the apt‑get package 
manager not only installs PHP itself, but also 
the full Apache stack on your Rasp Pi. On a 
lightweight system like the Raspberry Pi, 
you’re better off with a lightweight web server, 
such as lighttpd, rather than the bloated 
Apache. To keep things lean, first install 
 lighttpd, then PHP, and finally the web front 
end for Ganglia. Listing 1 shows the necessary 
commands. The last command in the listing 
links the web front end into the file tree that 
lighttpd delivers. Following this series of com-
mands, you can access Ganglia on 
http://<host_name>|<IP_address>/ganglia/.

InstallIng ganglIa
 # apt‑get install lighttpd

 # apt‑get install php5‑cgi php‑apc

 # lighttpd‑enable‑mod fastcgi‑php

 # service lighttpd force‑reload

 # apt‑get install ganglia‑webfrontend

 # ln ‑s /usr/share/ganglia‑webfrontend /var/www/ganglia

lIstIng 1: Setting Up Ganglia on the Pi
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fig.txt; otherwise, you will see nothing of 
the higher CPU clock speed: The governor 
only overclocks when needed. 

The default limit in the Raspbian image is 
95 percent load. To change this limit, you can 
write the new limit to the appropriate control 
file, as root, preferably from /etc/rc.local 
during system startup. To do so, add the fol-
lowing line:

echo 60 > /sys/devices/system/cpu/ U

  cpufreq/ondemand/up_threshold

If the Raspberry Pi then fails to boot, you 
need to edit the file on the SD card using an-
other computer. If you are not running your 
Rasp Pi in headless mode, an alternative is to 
hold down the Shift key during the boot pro-
cess. (Headless mode means without a key-
board and monitor. The Rasp Pi is accessed 
remotely in headless mode using SSH.)

risks and side effects
A higher CPU clock speed also causes the 
Rasp Pi to heat up faster. Without overclock-
ing, the temperature in the case is typically 
around 50 degrees Celsius. A small script by 
the name of cpustatus.sh [4] outputs the cur-
rent status of the processor (Figure 3).

However, if you want more than just a 
snapshot, you might prefer to call the script 
from Listing 2 in your /etc/rc.local file. 
Every 60 seconds, it sends the current tem-
perature and the CPU frequency to Ganglia 
(Figure 4).

A little stress test shows the effects of over-
clocking: To honor the Raspberry Pi, I de-
cided to compute the number pi to 3,400 
decimal places. To do this, I installed the bc 
command-line calculator, which supports ar-
bitrarily precise computations:

$ bc ‑l <<< "scale=3400; 4*a(1)"

This example computes pi with the well-
known formula 4*arctan(1). The computa-
tion overhead is equivalent to about 100 sec-
onds of computing time on my Rasp Pi with-
out overclocking. It increases the tempera-
ture on average by around two and a half de-
grees. With some overclocking (Modest set-
ting in raspi-config), the computation takes 
only 85 seconds, but the temperature rises 
for a short time by nearly five degrees.

If you think the temperature rise is too crit-
ical, you can kit your Rasp Pi out with small 
heat sinks. A set of three heat sinks for the 
CPU, voltage regulator, and LAN/ USB con-
troller costs around EUR 10 (US$ 7.50). A 

These charger power supplies reduce the 
voltage as the current draw drops, which 
makes sense for (nearly) charged tablets or 
smartphones, but it’s a problem for the Rasp-
berry Pi.

The power supplied through the micro-
USB goes to the CPU, GPU, and all USB com-
ponents – in particular, to the network chip. 
The Rasp Pi’s maximum power draw is ap-
proximately 1,100mAh. You always need to 
consider this in all of the following tuning 
steps. Additionally, in normal mode, instabil-
ity or errors writing to the SD card would 
suggest a defective power supply.

overclockinG
Running sensitive hardware outside of its 
specification is never easy. In the first revi-
sion of the Pi, for example, a single over-
clocking attempt irreversibly changed a bit in 
the processor – and voided the warranty in 
the process. Meanwhile, the makers of the 
Raspberry have learned from their mistakes 
and allow overclocking within certain limits. 
If you go beyond these limits, however, you 
void your warranty.

Overclocking speeds up the Rasp Pi’s clock 
to make it execute more instructions in a 
given time frame. (Actually, the Rasp Pi does 
not explicitly have one system clock, but 
rather several interdependent clocks. For 
each clock, a configuration constant appears 
in the /boot/config.txt file.) 

For example, the arm_freq is for the CPU 
frequency, core_freq for the overall system 
clock, and sdram_freq for the main memory 
clock. The eLinux wiki provides details on 
this and other constants [3]. The main refer-
ence points are arm_freq and core_freq.

You can modify the /boot/config.txt con-
figuration file with the text editor of your 
choice or – more easily – using the 
raspi‑config configuration utility. The Over-
clocking menu item defines several levels. 
Not all of them will work because the upper 
limit depends on the hardware – in particular 
on production variants, connected compo-
nents, and the power supply. You have to 
gradually work your way up to the optimum.

Even if you ultimately modify the configu-
ration manually, you should configure over-
clocking once beforehand with raspi-config. 
The raspi-config utility not only modifies the 
system clocks but also enables the OnDe-
mand governor Linux system component. 
The OnDemand governor monitors the sys-
tem clock, and without it, the frequency stays 
at the fixed set value. Additionally, you need 
to set the force_turbo 1= switch in /boot/con‑

Figure 3: Output from cpustatus.sh 

on the console informs the user 

about the current CPU state.
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pi and using Linpack both test the floating 
point processing power, which only plays a 
minor role in normal operation. That said, 
the numbers are probably similar for integer 
performance, which means that under fa-
vorable conditions, a performance increase 
of up to 50 percent might be possible.

How stable the hardware and software are 
with a permanently overclocked CPU is 
something you need to test yourself. How-
ever, an eLinux.org wiki page [3] points out 
that the SD card driver can run into trouble 
with overclocked CPUs – after days or weeks, 
you can expect the filesystem to be cor-
rupted. This problem seemingly only occurs 
in newer kernels; version 3.6.11 from the cur-
rent Raspbian distributions is not affected. 
You can also configure the Raspberry Pi to 
just boot from the SD card and otherwise use 
a USB storage medium [6].

The overclock stability test from the 
eLin ux.org wiki is not really suitable: Even 
without overclocking, the program triggers 
memory allocation errors, which then appear 
in the system log /var/log/messages. This 
seems to be a fundamental problem with the 
Raspbian kernel – in normal operation or 
hard drive tests with bonnie++, the error 
never occurred. 

Incidentally, overclocking has proved very 
useful on my own Pi; the system responds 
noticeably faster. Because the clock only 
rises briefly in times of high demand, I do 
not have a permanent thermal problem.

raM tuninG
In modern times, when even entry-level PCs 
have several gigabytes of main memory, 
Raspberry Pi’s 256MB or 512MB seems 
anachronistic. The small amount of RAM in 
the Raspberry Pi puts the focus on imple-
menting frugal programs. Although you can 
overclock RAM, this approach does not give 

prolonged stress test showed that the align-
ment of the Rasp Pi housing has much more 
of an effect on the temperature. Annoyingly, 
the vents face downward in the standard 
packages, so the heat builds up underneath 
the Pi. However, simply turning the case on 
its side in our lab caused the temperature to 
drop by nearly 10 degrees.

A test using the industry-standard Lin-
pack benchmark [5] showed an increase 
from 44MFLOPS without overclocking to 
66MFLOPS for arm_freq=1000 and core_
freq=400. When I tried to set core_freq=500 
in raspi-config, the Pi just froze. Computing 

Figure 4: Ganglia displaying the temperature and CPU frequency under load.

#!/bin/sh

TEMP_FILE="/sys/class/thermal/thermal_zone0/temp"

FREQ_FILE="/sys/devices/system/cpu/cpu0/cpufreq/cpuinfo_cur_freq"

INTERVAL="60"

( while true; do

  gmetric ‑n temp \

          ‑v `sed ‑e "s/\(^..\)/\1\./" "$TEMP_FILE"`\

          ‑t float \

     ‑u Celsius \

     ‑x "$INTERVAL" \

     ‑g other \

     ‑D "Temperature of `hostname`" \

     ‑T "Temperature"

  freq gmetric n.

          ‑v `sed ‑e "s/\(^...\)/\1\./" "$FREQ_FILE"`\

          ‑t float \

     ‑u MHz \

     ‑x "$INTERVAL" \

     ‑g other \

     ‑D "CPU frequency of `hostname`" \

     ‑T "CPU Frequency"

   sleep "$INTERVAL"

done ) &

lIstIng 2: Logging the Temperature
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form. General advice is not possible, because 
the settings depend on the application and 
also the other end of the connection.

data sink
As a boot medium, the Rasp Pi requires an 
SD card. The current Raspbian Debian image 
requires less than 2GB of space; cards with 
more capacity thus have enough space for 
application data. Nevertheless, an SD card is 
not really a device of choice for mass storage. 
This is, first and foremost, because of the 
read and write speed. SD cards are organized 
by speed classes (a class 10 card should thus 
have a throughput of at least 10MBp s), but 
these values are fairly theoretical in nature 
and can really only be achieved in special sit-
uations. In particular, SD cards are designed 
for writing images and movies – that is, large 
amounts of contiguous data – sequentially.

The I/ O performance of an SD card can be 
measured with the iostat command from the 
sysstat package. A special module also re-
cords I/ O metrics for Ganglia; however, it 
does not work in the current Debian image 
on the Rasp Pi. When called without parame-
ters, iostat outputs the throughput values 
since the last boot. A call to iostat t d 5 10 
generates 10 outputs every five seconds. Al-
ternatively, you could use the bonnie++ 
benchmark program:

$ bonnie++ ‑d test_directory ‑m Raspi U

           ‑f ‑q >> bonnie.csv

A test started in this way runs for around 12 
minutes. Bonnie++  writes the results to the 
console and also to a CSV file. Note that Bon-
nie expects a writable directory below test_
directory.

My original scenario of an ownCloud in-
stance on the Rasp Pi basically doesn’t 
match the preferred access pattern for SD 
cards: A database runs in the background; 
thus, loading an ICS file packed with calen-
dar data will paralyze the I/ O system (Figure 
5). This is not a typical scenario, and creat-
ing individual appointments or contacts is a 
reasonably smooth experience. Also, syn-
chronizing large files (like images for the 
ownCloud Gallery) works well. However, 
some other storage device would be better.

As an alternative to the SD card, you could 
go for a USB hard drive, but then the prob-
lems begin. Hard drives without an external 
power supply consume too much power, 
which generally leads to a total crash of the 
Rasp Pi when you plug it in. The first revi-
sion of the Rasp Pi board even had a 140mAh 

you any significant performance improve-
ments. It is more important to divide the 
memory between the operating system (nor-
mal use) and the graphics processing unit 
(GPU). 

You can assign the RAM to the GPU in in-
crements of 16MB using the gpu_mem configu-
ration parameter. You can do this with raspi-
config or directly in /boot/config.txt. For a 
headless server, you would obviously want 
to set the GPU value to the minimum of 16MB. 
The current firmware also supports dynamic 
memory splitting [3].

Well connected?
The Raspberry Pi Model B has a Fast Ether-
net port with a nominal transfer rate of 
100Mbps, which restricts the throughput to 
about 10MBp s. Because the corresponding 
chip resides on the USB bus, it shares its 
throughput with other connected devices, 
such as USB hard drives. Also, the fairly 
simple module causes a higher CPU load 
than its contemporaries on typical desktop 
boards.

You can test the network throughput with 
the test tool, iperf (which you need to install 
on the Raspberry Pi with administrative 
rights by typing apt‑get install iperf) and 
on a second computer. Ideally, the two com-
puters will be connected to a gigabit switch; 
also, the second computer network card 
must support gigabit Ethernet. 

This setup ensures that only the Rasp Pi’s 
performance limits the bandwidth. You can 
start iperf in server mode on the second 
computer first, by typing iperf ‑s, and then 
on the Raspberry using the following:

# iperf ‑c <IP_of_other_end>

That said, the synthetic iperf results do not 
take into account that the Ethernet connec-
tion and hard disk access use the same USB 
chip. It is more realistic to set up NFS or 
Samba and access a network drive that is 
provided by the Rasp Pi. Although the Rasp-
berry Pi is not suitable as a backup medium 
for huge files, it is more than capable of han-
dling multimedia streaming. 

Because the driver can run into trouble 
under heavy network load, its author recom-
mends the boot parameters smsc95xx.turbo_
mode = N in the /boot/cmdline.txt file on 
computers with a slow CPU. 

Although this approach reduces the 
throughput slightly, it does avoid errors. Oth-
erwise, network tuning is not significantly 
different from any Linux on any other plat-
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fuse upstream of the USB ports: this is so far 
below the USB specification that it makes it 
impossible to connect other USB peripherals, 
such as wireless dongles. 

If the external hard drive does not have its 
own power supply, you can use an active 
USB hub – but again, there be dragons. If a 
powered USB hub acts strictly in line with 
the specification, it stubbornly supplies 500-
mAh per port. Many hard drives need more 
power for a short time during start-up. Also, 
USB hubs are mainly made on the cheap. 
Online sources report numerous problems, 
from mechanical issues to burning power 
supplies. I am not aware of an active USB 
hub designed explicitly for continuous opera-
tion. “Upgrading” the Rasp Pi with an active 
hub and a hard disk is not just esthetically 
questionable. On the other hand, small NAS 
devices do not consume much more power, 
are only slightly more expensive, and save 
you cable clutter in the bargain.

The final alternative is USB sticks, which 
have access patterns similar to SD cards and 
thus lead to some of the same problems I en-
countered in my ownCloud test scenario. 
Also, most manufacturers do not disclose the 
inner structure of the sticks, so it remains 
unclear how they control the flash chip.

One of my configurations shows you just 
how sensitively the Rasp Pi interacts with 
USB devices: I connected an mSATA SSD 
with an external mSATA USB3 case that be-
came available. Doing this while the Pi was 
running made it crash reproducibly. How-
ever, if the SSD was plugged in before boot-
ing, the system started and ran with no prob-
lems. In this – admittedly overpriced – com-
bination, the system remains compact and 
provides sufficient I/ O performance, even if 

the SSD possibilities are not exploited by the 
USB2 interface on the Rasp Pi.

conclusions
If you are willing to invest a little time, you 
can eke out between 10 and 50 percent more 
power from your Raspberry Pi. In many ap-
plication scenarios, this constitutes the sub-
jective difference between “too slow” and 
“fast enough.” Of course, other platforms 
offer more performance and less bother, but 
exploring borders is part of the fun of tinker-
ing with the Rasp Pi.

If the performance is still not fast enough 
despite tuning, there is another potential 
remedy: Rasp Pi-like small computers with 
better equipment are currently sprouting like 
mushrooms from the ground. I was unable to 
find a computer in this category that offered 
both significantly more computing power 
and better I/ O performance, but it’s probably 
only a matter of time until faster solutions 
become available. On the other hand, the 
communities for these alternative boards are 
much smaller – and the hardware and distri-
bution support is accordingly less active. In 
real life, limited support might turn out to be 
a far bigger drawback than the Rasp Pi’s ad-
mittedly limited performance.  ● ● ●
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Figure 5: A high load on a slow I/ O system slows down the whole system, regardless of the CPU.
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